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Abstract

A new class of femtosecond, intense, short wavelength lasers - the free electron laser - has
opened up new opportunities to investigate the structure and dynamics in many scientific areas.
These new lasers, whose performance keeps increasing, enable the understanding of physical and
chemical  changes  at  an  atomic  spatial  scale  and  on  the  time  scale  of  atomic  motion  which  is
essential for a broad range of scientific fields. We describe here the interaction of fullerenes in the
multiphoton regime with the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) free electron laser at SLAC
National Laboratory. In particular, we report on new data regarding the ionization of Ho3N@C80
molecules and compare the results with our prior C60 investigation of radiation damage induced
by the LCLS pulses. We also discuss briefly the potential impact of newly available
instrumentation to physical and chemical sciences when they are coupled with FELs as well as
theoretical calculations and modeling.
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Introduction

Emerging photon technologies have enabled a new class of femtosecond lasers to join the ultrafast laser
family, namely the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and x-ray free electron lasers (FELs)  operating  now  at
several sites around the world (1-5). They are new powerful femtosecond photonic tools, spanning a wide
photon energy range, from the infra-red (IR) to the hard x-rays. One of the important attributes of these
intense lasers is that they are tunable, enabling a wide class of experiments, from non-linear science (6-
29) to time-resolved dynamics in physics and chemistry (30, 31). Technological advances in building
short pulse lasers in the wavelength regime from the infra-red (IR) to the hard x-rays coupled with state-
of-the-art instrumentation and theoretical modeling are contributing new insights to physical, chemical
and biological sciences, especially when they are paired with theoretical calculations and modeling (32-
36).
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Ultrafast x-rays from FELs, like synchrotron radiation, have photon energies sufficient to access core and
inner-shell electrons. They are therefore different from visible optical lasers because they enable inside-
out multiphoton ionization. Short wavelength radiation can also be produced by table top femtosecond
laser systems in the form of high harmonic generation (HHG) but the fluence in the hard x-ray regime is
still  weak compared to FELs (37). X-ray absorption enables element-specificity, or in other words, one
can target specific atoms within molecules or clusters and select specific shells in those atoms (by fine
tuning the photon energy to specific spectral regions) (38, 39). This capability allows charting
photochemical reactions and bioprocesses with atomic spatial resolution and femtosecond temporal
resolution. Furthermore, the core-shell ionization and Auger decay processes, which are dominant in
FEL-based work, lead to multiply charged fragments that can be compared to strong-field optical and
infrared laser cases. Thus, comparisons between FEL-based and intense IR laser findings enable synergy
and engagement of scientists from different communities, invigorating progress in science.

The FEL-based research in gas phase systems impacts applications ranging from single-pulse imaging of
biomolecules to high-energy density materials as demonstrated by several works (11, 14, 15, 27, 29, 32,
33). Coherent diffractive imaging at the atomic level requires very short, intense x-ray pulses delivered
effectively by free electron lasers (FEL) to record the diffraction pattern from biological molecules before
they explode due to massive Coulomb explosion (32, 33, 40-42). This bio-imaging has been demonstrated
with resolution of tens of nanometers (43), but atomic resolution will require the understanding of
ultrafast multiphoton ionization dynamics from inner shells which can be very well studied by atomic and
molecular spectroscopic methodologies (11, 14, 28, 30, 31). The early FEL-based experiments provided
insight on the nature of the interaction of light atoms such as Ne (11) and small molecules such as N2 (26)
with intense X-ray pulses. When conducting experiments with x-ray FEL, multi-photon ionization and
subsequent Auger decay contribute substantially to what is called “electronic damage” (11, 26). This
damage will deteriorate the scattering images, ultimately limiting the resolution. The earlier atomic and
molecular radiation damage findings motivated in part our current work to carry out FEL-based research
on intermediate size molecules such as the fullerenes because they can provide detailed information on
the ionization and radiation damage mechanisms (14, 16)  since  their  size,  unlike  atoms  (14) or small
diatomic molecule (16), is closer to bio-systems.

Recently, we established through work on buckminsterfullerene (C60)  (14) a number of advantages for
studying this sample as a benchmark case for radiation damage when compared with isolated atoms (6,13)
small molecules (17-19, 21-26)  or  van  der  Waals  (vdW)  clusters  (27-29).  The  main  reason  is  that  C60
consists entirely of C-C bonds and that chemically it has representative bond lengths and damage
processes compared to bio-systems. Furthermore, the investigation of this system is still very active
because it is the basis for many novel materials such as graphene or carbon nanotubes and thus connects
to many applied fields. The interaction of x-ray FELs with matter is still terra-incognita since these lasers
are only about five years old. Furthermore, theoretical models of large molecular femtosecond dynamics
under  ultrafast  and intense x-ray laser  exposure are  now available  and need to be systematically tested.
Our work on C60 (14) molecules interacting with intense x-ray pulses provided by the LCLS, revealed the
influence of processes not previously reported. In particular, our joint theoretical and experimental work
illustrated the successful use of classical mechanics to describe all moving particles in C60, an approach
that scales well to larger systems, for example, bio-molecules. Understanding in detail the interaction of
bio-molecules with FELs is important because they are one of the poster children for the construction of
FELs since they hold the promise of single molecule diffractive imaging.

From a fundamental point of view, the understanding of photo-initiated dynamics depends upon
investigating the intertwined electronic and nuclear motion which may require theoretical models beyond
the Born–Oppenheimer approximation and including electron correlation. The electronic structure must
be understood because it determines the potential energy surfaces along which the nuclear motion
evolves. This is very difficult, however, due to the different interactions and the large number of degrees
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of freedom that must be considered in order to completely describe even the smallest molecule. However,
Molecular Dynamics (MD) modeling can advance the understanding of molecular femtosecond dynamics
as we demonstrated in our recent work (14, 16).

The need to understand intermediate size molecular dynamics induced by XFEL pulses motivated the
present work in endohedral fullerene with a high Z atom because it is a model system for bio-molecules
such as iron-storage protein ferritin (44). Endohedral fullerenes are also relevant to medical physics
applications of encapsulated fullerenes (45). A fundamental understanding of the electronic structure and
photo-initiated nuclear dynamics in these molecules can be achieved by probing relaxation channels and
re-organizational dynamics of highly excited molecules. This will enable understanding of large organic
molecules and carbon nanomaterials, important for optimizing their properties for use in molecular
electronics and organic photovoltaics (46).

Our goal with the reported investigation is three-fold: First, we aim to investigate the nature of the
interaction and response of a large molecule, Ho3N@C80, with femtosecond photon pulses in order to
contribute to the understanding of fundamental interactions of femtosecond XFEL radiation with complex
systems such as a caged molecule. Second, we attempt to shed some light onto the basic question of
radiation damage and how the molecular structure changes upon intense femtosecond x-ray absorption.
Third, we want to compare this new work to our prior C60 work  (14, 16). We also discuss in this
manuscript future dynamical investigations with recently emerging instrument technologies paired with
ultrafast x-ray photons and modeling. Although our primary interest is of fundamental nature, our results
impact matter under extreme conditions because this community interprets their data using fundamental
atomic and molecular physics results (15).

Experimental methodology

The experiment was performed using the atomic, molecular, and optical instrument described in other
works (11, 26, 47). In particular, we used for this experiment a velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer
(48) for detecting the ions produced in the interaction of the molecules with the LCLS pulses. The
Ho3N@C80 molecules were collimated and introduced into the vacuum through a heated oven source. The
photon energy and pulse durations are given in the results section. The pulse energy quoted is a nominal
value measured upstream from the beam line optics. This values is reduced by 65%–85% in the
interaction region due to photon beam transport losses (11, 23, 26). The photon beam was focused by
Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors to an approximately 5µm×5μm spot in the interaction chamber. For this
experiment the interaction region was downstream of the optimal XFEL beam focus, compared to our C60
work (14), by about 1m because an instrument was inserted in the beamline upstream from the interaction
region. This resulted in a decrease of the photon fluence.

To extract the kinetic energy (KE) from the time-of-flight (TOF) data recorded with the VMI we used the
following procedure. For different initial KE of a specific ion, the time response of the detector was
simulated using the SIMION software. In these simulations, an isotropic spatial distribution was assumed.
The resulting time responses at different energies were used as the base functions. The KE distribution is
extracted using a genetic algorithm, which mimics the natural selection. A random set of KE distributions
were generated and evaluated as the first generation simulation and the best fits were selected. Mutation
and crossover were applied to generate the next generation KE distribution. This process is iterated and
stops when the optimization is found in successive simulation generations. In the present study, the
resulting KE distribution was slightly dependent on the initial distribution (49). The error bars of stand-
alone peaks are one standard deviation. For those mixed peaks, the counts are obtained by fitting the mass
spectrum with Gaussian functions at fixed position of the designated fragments. The error bars were
obtained by shifting the mass spectrum by ±0.2, as estimated deviation of the peak positions. The value of
0.2 was obtained from the peak width of Ho3N@C80

5+ where the width of the peak is about 0.7.
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Results

The dominant ionization mechanism with intense FEL is sequential multiphoton absorption as observed
in several previous works on atoms, molecules and clusters (6-29). Multiple sequential inner-shell
photoionization (P) and subsequent Auger decay (A) events, accompanied by secondary ionization
processes, lead to highly charged ionic states of the target by the absorption of multiple photons from a
single x-ray pulse. As the highly charged parent molecule begins to break up, it and its fragments absorb
additional photons through several sequential photoionization–Auger (P–A) cycles, leading to highly
charged fragment ions. These repeated P–A cycles do not occur in single-photon absorption with
conventional synchrotron radiation sources. The experiment on Ho3N@C80 was carried out with 1530 eV.
This photon energy was chosen to optimize ionization from the Ho 3d shell. In fact, the total Ho
photoabsorption cross section at this photon energy is 1.5 Mb while the Ho 3d shell contributes 1.2 Mb
(50). The pulse duration was set to 80 fs and the pulse energy was nominal 2.2 mJ giving approximately
6.7 1018 photon/cm2 (11, 26).

Fig.  1 Ion yield M/Q spectra displayed in three panels. The top panel displays all of the ion
fragments while the middle and botton fragment focus on doubly and triply charged ions. (see text
for details).

Fig. 1 shows signal attributed to multiphoton ionization processes for Ho3N encapsulated into the
fullerene Ho3N@C80. The three panels in Fig. 1 show the detected ions measured with the VMI
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spectrometer. The top panel depicts peaks attributed to several multiply charged parent ions comprising
singly charged Ho3N@C80

+ to quintuply charged Ho3N@C80
5+. We also observe the atomic Ho+ ion which

has the highest yield compared to all other ion fragments, originating from the fragmentation of the
encapsulated Ho3N molecule. The middle panel focuses on the doubly and triply ionized parent molecule
along with doubly ionized fullerene molecules that lost C dimers such as Ho3N@C78

2+, Ho3N@C70
2+ and

Ho3N@C50
2+; the loss of C dimers was also observed before with table-top experiments (46). The bottom

panel shows the triply and quadruply charged parent molecules along with triply ionized parent molecules
that lost C dimers, namely Ho3N@C78

3+, Ho3N@C76
3+, Ho3N@C70

3+, and Ho3N@C50
3+.

Fig.  2 All ion yield fragments are displayed. We used different colors for the parent, atomic and
molecular fragment ions. (See text for details).

Fig. 2 displays all of the measured fragment ions in one panel for ease of visualizing the ion yield of each
fragment. The different colors correspond to different ion fragments labelled in the figures. As can be
seen in Fig. 2 the dominant ion yields are Ho+ and the doubly and triply charged parent ions. The
HoxN@Cz

2+ yield is in fact the sum of the fragments between Ho3N@C80
2+ and Ho3N@C50

3+ since they
are not distinguishable in our experiment. We observe around the Ho+ fragment ion a sea of singly
charged molecular carbon fragment ions as shown in Fig. 3. We observe from the C2

+ to C15
+ as well as

weak indication of doubly and triply charged Holmium atoms, Ho2+ and Ho3+, embedded into the singly
charged carbon ion fragments. It is worth noting that the largest observed molecular carbon fragment is
C24

+, although we only measure a weak amount of it.

Fig. 3 Ion yield displaying the molecular ion fragments and focusing on the Carbon molecular ion
fragments (see text for details).
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Fig. 4 Ion yield focusing on the atomic Ho ion and the Ho-based molecular ion fragments. (See text
for details)

In order to spot other ion fragments we focus in Fig. 4 on the MASS/Q between 160 and 240 and find the
following Ho-based molecular fragments: HoC2

+, HoCN+, HoC3N+ and HoC4
+ along  with  the  C  ion

fragment. Table 1 shows the branching ratios of the observed ion fragments with respect to the dominant
Ho+ ion which is singly charged atomic Ho+. The next highest ion yields after Ho+ are HoC2

+ and HoCN+.

Table 1 Normalized branch ratios (%) of selected ion fragments.

Hoା Hoଶା HoଷN@C଼ା HoଷN@C଼ଶା HoଷN@C଼ଷା HoଷN@C଼ସା HoଷN@C଼ହା
100 4.8 0.83 12 8.3 2.3 0.47
Cା Cଶା Cଷା HoCଶା HoCNା HoCସା HoCଷNା

53 12 0.53 27 9.0 2.9 2.3

The fragmentation dynamics of Ho3N@C80 also includes atomic C ion fragment shown in Fig. 5 where we
observe C+, C2+ and a very small amount of C3+. This is unlike the case of the multiphoton ionization of
C60 at 485 eV where for similar pulse duration (60 fs) the PAP sequence allowed the formation of up to
C5+ (14). We note that at the photon energy of 485 eV used in the C60 investigation, the photo-absorption
cross-section of carbon is 0.3 Mb which is much larger than 0.013 Mb at 1530 eV used in the present
study. Thus, it is not surprising to only observe up to C3+.

Fig. 5 Carbon ion yield for the charge states of C+ to C3+.
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In order to understand the fragmentation dynamics and the KE sharing we analyzed the data as described
above in the experimental section and plotted the kinetic energies in Fig. 6, along with the error bars of
the C ion fragments. It appears that C2+ has a greater KE than C+ as observed in our earlier work on C60
(14).

Fig. 6 Kinetic energy for selected atomic and molecular C fragments (see text for details).

We also find that  the KE of  singly charged carbon molecular  fragments  are  similar  to  the KE of  C+. In
order to understand where the deposited x-FEL pulse energy was transferred, we list in table 2 the C and
Ho fragment ion KEs along with their error bars which is large for Ho2+ (since it is close to the C7+ ion
fragment  as  shown in Fig.3).  We fit  the Ho2+ fragment  to  isolate  it  from C7+, which results in a higher
uncertainly.

Table 2 Kinetic energy (KE) of C and Ho atomic ion fragments.

Cା Cଶା Hoା Hoଶା
KE (eV) (average value) 5.1 11.3 2.0 5.3

Upper deviation (eV) 2.2 3.1 1.3 4.7
Lower deviation (eV) 1.9 2.9 0.9 2.9

Since carbon ions are lighter than Ho ions, it is not surprising that their KE are larger than the Ho ions.
The C KE are however much lower, about 10 eV for C2+ in the present work compared to 200 eV in the
C60 work (14).

We present next our data with a different technique, namely covariance mapping. It is similar to ion-ion
coincidence mapping which connects different fragments from individual dissociation events (39,48).
However, in experiments where intense lasers are employed, many ions and electrons can be created in a
single shot leading to false coincidences, requiring special correction techniques. Furthermore, ion-ion
coincidence technique is not practical with the low FEL repetition rate of 120 Hz. A good alternative to
ion-ion coincidence is covariance mapping, where the overabundance of ions per laser pulse is much less
of a problem.

To extract the correlation in such experiments, the covariance map is used to clean out false correlation in
high fluence mode (6, 51). In practice, ions from a single shot are considered as a row vector X(t). The
vector is also transposed to a column vector copy, Y=XT. The covariance map is obtained by cov<X,Y> =
<X×Y>-1.1×<X><Y> (51), where <X×Y> is  the  ion  correlation  average  in  single  shot  of  all  the  FEL
shots and <X><Y> is the product of averaged ion yields <X> and <Y>.  For  practical  reason,  the
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background suppression is enhanced by subtracting 110% of the correlation, and the diagonal line is
removed for better visibility of the correlation islands.

Fig.  7 Mass/charge covariance map of the fragments resulting from the Coulomb explosion of
Ho3N@C80.

Fig. 7 shows the covariance map of the ion fragments resulting from the Coulomb explosion of
Ho3N@C80 absorbing photons from the FEL. As we mentioned before, multiphoton absorption by Ho 3d
electrons leads to a highly charged parent molecule. Similarly to C60,  the  positive  charge  will  be
distributed evenly (52) on the cage after the core vacancies are filled. Since the carbon cage is highly
charged, many ionic carbon fragments are created in a single explosion. Thus, correlation islands of most
fragment pairs are observed.

The left panel of Fig. 8 presents the covariance map of small carbon fragments C2
+ and C3

+. A two-body
Coulomb explosion would produce ions with perfectly correlated momenta and it would be seen as a
tilted line (TOF-2 vs. TOF-1) in the covariance map. If more charges and atoms are involved in the
Coulomb explosion, the correlation island would be characterized by a similar slope but a broadened
shape because of the momentum carried away by other fragments (48). Total loss of correlation would
result in a rectangular shaped covariance islands. Under the present experimental conditions, many bonds
are broken in a single Coulomb explosion. Therefore the correlations between the individual small carbon
ionic fragments are lost, resulting in rectangular patterns.

Discussion

The x-ray laser parameters for the interaction of Ho3N@C80 are  different  compared  to  the  C60 work
carried out with strong-fluence (14)  and  mid-fluence  (16) regime. As mentioned above, the laser focus
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was weaker due to the longer path the photons had to take to reach the interaction region. In fact, we
estimate that the fluence used in the Ho3N@C80 is only ¼ of the fluence used in C60 (14), resulting in only
a few multiphoton ionization cycles. This estimate is supported by our data since the intensity of the
peaks of the highest charge states Ho2+ and  C3+,  is  very  little,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5,  compared  to  C5+ at
comparable pulse duration in our previous C60 work (14).

Fig.  8 Time of flight covariance map of small molecular fragments ଶା andܥ ଷା (left panel) andܥ
Holmium-containing internal fragments (right panel).

In the C60 work we estimated 180 photons absorbed per C60 molecule while we estimate only 8 photons
absorbed by Ho3N@C80. This implies that in the present work were in the low-fluence regime, where we
can study the onset of fragmentation at relatively low total ion charge. Based on the absorption cross
section of Ho (1.55 Mb) and C (0.013 Mb) at 1530 eV, we further estimate that Ho atoms absorbs 6
photons while the C cage absorbs 2 photons in the ionization of Ho3N@C80. The multiphoton absorption
and Auger decay cascade in Ho lead then to multiply charges. Since we do not see any evidence of highly
charged atomic Ho fragments, we are led to conclude that each Ho atoms may pull 6 electrons from the
carbon cage to fill their vacancies, leading to highly charged C80. Based on these estimates, our
interpretation of the interaction of Ho3N@C80 with 1530 eV photon energy and with about 6.71018

photons/cm2 (compared to about 5 1019 photons/cm2 for  the  C60 experiment (16))  is  that  the  parent
molecule charges up and reaches at least Ho3N@C80

5+ as observed in Figs. 1&2. Since the Ho atoms are
about ten times heavier than C atoms, we assume that they will not move faster than the carbon cage. We
believe  that  as  the  carbon  cage  charges  up,  it  will  become  unstable  and  fall  apart  leading  to  molecular
fragments as shown in Fig. 3&4. This may be followed by the breakup of 3 Ho atoms, due to excited state
repulsion.

Fig. 8 shows the Ho-containing ion fragments which are predominantly singly charged. On the other
hand, Ho atom in an intact, neutral Ho3N@C80 cage  has  the  oxidation  number  of  +3  (53).  From  a
simplified ionic point of view, each Ho in Ho3N@C80  transfer  2  electrons  to  the  C80 cage and one
electron to N, completely filling the C80 HOMO cage and N valence shell. Thus, although the initial
absorption favors even more positive charge creation at the Ho sites, during the charge redistribution and
early dissociation stages, negative charge may flow into the Ho sites. Since the fragmentation of the cage
occurs mostly as light fragments, and the heavier interior fragments have low charges, one can make a
simple assumption that the explosion of the cage is a faster process that has little effect on the motion of
the internal fragments from the viewpoint of the long-range Coulomb repulsion between fragments. In
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order to model reliably the fragmentation dynamics, charge transfer dynamics must be modelled first.
With the absence of such modelling, only some crude interpretation and predictions can be made.

The final average kinetic energy of Ho+ is  2.0  eV.  This  can  be  compared,  as  a  rough  estimate,  to  the
energy release from the explosion of a triangular planar configuration of three Ho+ ions surrounding a
central N atom (54). If we consider the Ho-N distance to be 2.1Å, based on prior work (55) and if we
consider  N  as  a  neutral  atom,  the  kinetic  energy  released  per  fragment  will  be  4.0  eV.  However,  as
mentioned above, for accurate results charge migration dynamics must the known.

Note that the kinetic energy distribution of Ho+, as seen in the right panel of Fig 8, is broad. We assume
that this is the result of the fragmentation dynamics between the three Ho+ atomic ions and the N atom
surrounded by the carbon cage. Similar to a polyatomic molecule, the correlation of Ho+- Ho+ ion pair is
observed to be broad and clearly tilted, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 8. Interestingly, similar
correlation is not observed in Ho+-(HoC2

+, HoCN+). It is speculated that the involvement of the Ho atoms
in the carbon cage dissociation destroys such correlation.

Additional fragmentation mechanism occurs either in parallel or simultaneously because we observe in
Figs. 1 and 2 the parent molecule multiply ionized, having lost C atoms since we observe Ho3N@Cm

n+ ;
n= 2,3 and m= 78, 76, 70 and 50. These weak fragments most probably lost C dimers as in previous
intense IR work (46). We also observe weak mixed molecular fragment indicating that the Ho atom
formed carbon and nitrogen bonds since we observe HoCN+, HoC2

+, HoC4
+, HoC3N+ albeit in small

quantity as can be seen in Fig. 4. Table 1 lists the branching rations between Ho ion and some carbon and
molecular fragments.

Finally, inspired by the work on C60, we plan in the future to investigate the ionization mechanisms of
Ho3N@C80 at high fluence as in the case of C60 (14) and compare the results to MD models which are not
yet available. We hope that our work the will further guide the development of molecular dynamics
simulations suitable for even larger molecules exposed to intense XFEL pulses

Future research opportunities with emerging instrument technologies.

Femtosecond optical laser pulses have led to the development of transition state spectroscopy and
femtosecond chemistry (56), and have been applied in pump-probe experiments to map out time-
dependent nuclear motion in molecules (57).  Similar  schemes  using  optical  laser  and  x-rays  are  being
used with accelerator-based FELs (30, 31, 58)  which  are  complementary  to  table-top  optical  lasers
offering the opportunity to interrogate molecular dynamics in a site-specific manner. Furthermore, x-ray
FEL-based research have already started to pursue femtosecond time-resolved experiments on bond-
breaking in real time using x-ray pump x-ray probe experiments(59,60). One scheme is to use the soft x-
ray split-and-delay (XRSD) instrument at the AMO Hutch (61).  We  plan  to  carry  out  time-resolved
measurements on C60 at strong fluence for which the AMO hutch of the ALS is optimized for these types
of measurements. We will use 10 fs pulse duration to conduct a virtually ‘jitter-free’ experiment tracking
the ionization and fragmentation evolution of C60. We will ionize the C cage with the first pulse and we
will probe the dissociating molecules with the delayed second x-ray pulse. Our work in C60 predicted (14,
16) that the ionization dynamics occurs within the first few fs and remains into the ps regime. Such time-
resolved information will be valuable in understanding the temporal development of radiation damage of
medium size molecules such as C60.

The past five years have been exciting with X-FEL-based experiments and the future holds many
promises with the new FELs under construction around the world. Future FEL facilities are taking
advantage of advances in focusing capabilities (62) and peak brightness to promise an even more robust
regime of multiple photons absorbed per atom. In addition these new facilities will provide high repetition
rate which will allow coincidence experiments (63). Furthermore, the pulse duration is planned to be even
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shorter than a few femtoseconds (64), and the bandwidth narrower thanks to laser or self-seeding schemes
(65) allowing routine pump-probe experiments to investigate electronic and nuclear dynamics. One can
also foresee that time-resolved studies with sub-fs resolution: relying on attosecond x-ray pulses at intense
FELs sources will be possible using x-ray split and delay devices (56, 66, 67) enabling scientists to
measure in real time the electron dynamics and extract the timing of many fundamental ionization
processes. Understanding the dynamics with atomic resolution and attosecond time structure will be
revolutionary, enabling unanticipated discoveries.
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